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Collage, mixed media on paper

xx × xx cm (xx × xx in.)
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Untitled (silver), 2013

Drawing. Mixed media, paper collage 

31 × 21 cm (12 × 8¼ in.)

Installation, site specific works, 2013

CATWALK Institute, New York 

Mixed media, hand stitched pieces, thread, 

wood, painted wood, paper collage

250 × 264 cm (98½ × 110 in.)
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Xxxx

Collage, mixed media on paper

xx × xx cm (xx × xx in.)
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#1, Untitled, 2013

Drawing. Mixed media, paper collage

31 × 21 cm (12 × 8¼ in.)

#14, Untitled, 2013

Painting. Mixed media on canvas

50 × 70 cm (19½ × 27½ in.)
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Untitled, 2013

Sewn Image. Silk and coated canvas stitched by hand, thread

101 × 77.5 cm (39½ × 30½ in.)
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#2, 2013

Lithograph

Printed at STEINPRENT with Jan Andersson (Faroe Islands)

97 × 69 cm (38 × 27 in.)
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About Drawing

Ditte Vilstrup Holm in conversation with Julie Sass at  

the studio, October 2013

I’m busy moving some of the pictures around.

They’re not necessarily going to be arranged as they  

are right now, in this particular installation.

I’m just trying some things out.

Maybe.

We are in Julie Sass’ studio. A number of new paintings are 

hanging on the walls. Below one of the paintings, there is a 

loose collage comprised of smaller drawings; they are dark and 

compact, blackish blue, with a few coloristic intermezzos. On 

the table between us, she has laid out several more drawings. 

The point of departure for my drawings is painting.

Everything that I do actually comes from painting.

In a somewhat awkward—upside down—way.

I have always been drawing and have had many kinds  

of drawings in progress.

But my efforts have now become channeled into  

making these kinds of pictures.

They have taken on a more independent role in my work.

The drawings.

They are painted and drawn.

But I think of them as drawings.
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Then I would choose these particular tools and lay them 

out in front of me.

(Julie Sass takes four implements out and places them  

in front of her: a black felt-tip marker; one black and one  

blue pen; and a black pencil.)

And then I wouldn’t want to have anything else.

Everything is possible.

But I have set some limitations in advance.

You can recognize Sass’ aesthetic grasp in the drawings: the 

bright magentas and the brilliant blues; the dramatic light-dark 

contrasts. In addition, there are the never geometrically rectilin-

ear forms. The edges bend and sway: convexes and concaves. 

And the different textures, their special quality of texturality 

and tactility, the sense of something compact, porous, heavy, 

lightweight, dark, luminous, turbid, clear or saturated.

It has to do with physics. 

With matter.

Or with hereness.

For example, I have been experimenting with sprinkling 

pigment down into the rabbit-skin glue.

In order to create a sense of matter.

Of something compact.

I guess that’s also why I began to sew.

I wanted to get a materiality to emerge.

I’m often searching for a lightness.

In pigments and in materials.

Fabric can possess this kind of lightness.

It can be semi-transparent.

Julie Sass’ drawings have widely different expressions. Some 

of the drawings are analytic and structural. Others are very 

straightforward sketches of forms that have been broken down 

and turned around and then come to re-emerge as new forms. 

The drawings are usually small and intimate, like small objects.

Well, I suppose that you can hold them in your hand.

Like a small object. 

The drawing can be a thing.

An object. 

What we have here are not so much series of drawings as a 

group of unique works. Each and every drawing has its own 

quality and is not repeated. However, elements from one pic-

ture can certainly be transposed into a new picture. Forms can 

recur, as can the ways of composing a picture.

You start out with nothing.

In a way.

When you are working with abstract images, you do not 

have anything concrete from which to take your mark. 

You’ve got to build up the picture by yourself, from 

scratch.

You’ve got to begin with a ground, a form.

This is, in a certain way, my method.

It’s a bit like modeling or writing.

It begins with aphorisms.

Building something up, slowly.

But when I start out, I typically choose a few tools.

Let’s say that I have to draw:
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But I think that my works with fabric are drawings  

of a kind.

Needlework and embroidered pieces manifest  

themselves like lines on a drawing.

Among her drawings, there are completely new experiments 

with more freely-floating abstract objects. For example, there 

is the drawing with three black-painted abstract objects on a 

luminous magenta background.

Here, there are three forms.

They all have different kinds of spatiality.

They are all functioning actively on the surface.

But they also have depth.

They are taking possession of the pictorial surface.

The forms have, in a way, emerged simply—just like that.

But this is also something that I’ve been working with.

I try to put myself in a situation where spontaneity  

can arise.

But this is very well planned out.

You cannot achieve this kind of composure without  

a great deal of preparatory effort.

It’s important that it looks easy.

Not strained or difficult.

The picture should simply present itself—and just  

be there.

Others of Sass’s drawings have been built up as collages.  

Several clipped-out forms in paper are glued together—often in 

the manner of geometrically imprecise blocks that are affixed 
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This is a way of exploring the abstract image.

Of investigating the notion of a picture.

At the same time, I am creating a new one.

What can make up a picture?

Can the back become the front?

Can a new form arise if I turn this very form around?

Artistic work is intuitive in the sense that one’s knowledge is 

embedded in the treatment of materials and implements. You 

build up skill and you store up a range of experiences that  

simply do not lend themselves to being translated into words. 

You cannot explain why it has to be just this tone or just this 

texture. But it has to be.

I want to achieve this sense of something accidental.

Something spontaneous.

It must not be too perfect.

Then it becomes uninteresting.

There has to be something that bristles.

Something or other that has been all the way down  

to groping about on the floor.

Which then gets gathered up again.

Retrieved and recovered.

The reflection in materials and implements never really comes 

to an end. A picture can be finished. It can appear to be finished. 

Yet it is always, anyway, in dialogue with other works. There is 

a thread running from one work to another, without there being 

any matter of repetitions. There is something new happening 

in the next image. It pulls in some direction or other.

to the edges of an underlying sheet of paper or are added onto 

the very bottom of the compositions—outtakes from some other  

context, which take on a new function here. For example, by 

means of creating a structure around the center of the picture 

and accordingly holding the composition together.

It has a lot to do with balance.

But not with the balance that is specifically related  

to pictorial composition. 

There are some other things that are at stake.

I’m going to place it just … here!

You cannot really explain it.

This gives rise to a dynamics.

If you took just one of these forms away, just one of these 

blocks at the bottom, then the picture would rustle and 

slump over. 

It’s almost as if today’s abstraction calls for an examination of 

the kind of abstract figures that mathematics cannot describe, 

because these figures deviate from science’s rectilinear preci-

sion. In art, on the contrary, precision has to do with the inde-

pendent variation and with the correct placement of a figure 

within a composition.

I draw a form—and then I look at it.

I continue to ransack it.

I want to see how it’s going to change.

What’s going to happen when it gets turned around?

Will I not be able to recognize it anymore?
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I’m really restless when I work with drawings.

There are a whole lot of drawings on the floor.

I’m looking at them from above.

I’m switching them around, so that they exchange  

places with one another. 

I’m seeing them in a new way. 

That’s also why I am hanging up a few  

of the drawings—here in the studio. 

In order to see the totality.

And so that I can, at any moment, see the totality  

in a new way.
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#3, Untitled, 2013

Painting. Mixed media on canvas

109 × 121 cm (43 × 47½ in.)
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#3, Untitled, 2013

Drawing. Mixed media, paper collage

30 × 26 cm (12 × 10 in.)
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Sewn Collage #1, 2013

Mixed silks stitched by hand, thread, Flashe Paint, ink

74 × 62 cm (29 × 24½ in.)
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#5, Untitled, 2013

Drawing. Mixed media, paper collage

31.5 × 24.5 cm (12½ × 9½ in.)
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Sewn Image (white and gold), 2013

Mixed media stitched by hand, thread

84.5 × 53.5 cm (33 × 21 in.)
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Xxxx

Collage, mixed media on paper

xx × xx cm (xx × xx in.)
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#6, 2013 Untitled

Painting. Mixed media on canvas

210 × 170 cm (82½ × 67 in.)

#9, Untitled, 2013

Painting. Mixed media on canvas

140 × 160 cm (55 × 63 in.)
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that nocturnal mantle and the flock of 
diamonds below is a peep show. It is 
a recessed space where ropes of soft 
white interrupt the hunger of black, and 
I catch it belatedly.

There is syntax to what is unnamable. 
There is a gestalt. Each distinct panel  
of color, texture, and line, adds up to 
what you will make of it. The image is 
structured by our necessity to access  
a deep space—deeper than pictorial  
vision, bordering on touch. 

Painting affirms our desire for what  
light holds—that wordless testimony, an  
utterly unique language suggested in  
a shard of lemon yellow or a cold shadow.

Cora Fisher for Julie Sass
11-13-13

On Painting #6, 2013 Untitled

A window in the middle of the picture 
holds my gaze. In it are ridges of chalky 
white, translucent as though they are 
backlit by the moon. Buttressed by two 
ochre triangles, these three translucent 
shapes want to be chased by the eye, 
in the same way that sunshine passing 
across a room commands sight. Matte 
shapes—two magenta triangles sliding  
off into the background—want to be 
overlooked. And all throughout, an  
obdurate black underpainting absorbs 
color, wanting to swallow what passes 
over it or to deflect it.

What is this structure—a booby trap?  
A portal? A night scene? 

My gaze is abducted, inching up from 
that central pane of light into the sound-
less tent of black above, which is held 
together by two bands of blue. Between 
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Sewn Collage #2, 2013

Mixed silks stitched by hand, thread, Flashe Paint, ink

83.5 × 61 cm (33 × 24 in.)
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#1, 2013

Lithograph 

Printed at STEINPRENT with Jan Andersson (Faroe Islands)

97 × 69 cm (38 × 27 in.)
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Sewn Image #3, 2013

Mixed media, embroidery and silk stitched by hand, thread, wood

21 × 30 cm (8 × 12 in.)
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#4, Untitled, 2013

Drawing. Mixed media, paper collage

32.5 × 27.5 cm (13 × 11 in.)
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On making Painting: 

a correspondence between Julie Sass and Saul Ostrow 

S.O. As I was thinking what we could write about I came upon 

the following blurb for a book titled After Modernist Painting.

Painting has often been declared dead since the 1960s and yet 

it refuses to die. Even the status and continued legitimacy of 

the medium has been repeatedly placed in question. As such, 

painting has had to continually redefine its own parameters 

and re-negotiate for itself a critical position within a broader,  

more discursive set of discourses. Taking the American  

Clement Greenberg’s “Modernist Painting” as a point of de- 

parture, After Modernist Painting will be both a historical  

survey and a critical re-evaluation of the contested and con-

tingent nature of the medium of painting over the last 50 

years. Presenting the first critical account of painting, rather 

than art generally, this book provides a timely exploration of 

what has remained a persistent and protean medium. Craig 

Staff focuses on certain developments including the rela-

tionship of painting to Conceptual Art and Minimalism, the  

pronouncement of paintings alleged death, its response to  

Installation Art’s foregrounding of site, how it was able  

to interpret ideas around appropriation, simulation and  

hybridity and how today painting can be understood as both 

imaging and imagining the digital.

#10, Untitled, 2013

Painting. Mixed media on canvas

109 × 121 cm (43 × 48½ in.)
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that the reason that artists are drawn to painting is  

because they seek to make something present—or to 

make sure that there is a continuity of questioning and 

adding to the thinking process relative to painting.

Any visual language, including painting, is valid. It is  

the way the works gets put together, installed and juxta- 

posed that makes it more or less interesting, in relation 

to what we already know. What is most interesting is  

the ability to cross the border between what traditionally 

can be called painting and introducing new approaches 

that contrast with that. I’m interested in the process of 

making this an open dialogue; this seems to me to be  

the most present and vital way to go about it. 

S.O. What you write seems so wishful and so fully defines 

painting as a kind of Habit—a series of rule driven behaviors—

as if the purpose of painting is to affirm the subjectivity of the 

artist because it no longer has any other Subject to address. 

What happened with Greenberg’s views is that the artist 

turned it into a formula for making abstract pictures rather 

than abstract paintings. This brings us back to Jantjes, who 

seemingly would make the Subject of painting its search for 

its identity. The question for us to address instead is what are 

these “somethings” (truths) an artist might wish to express 

(communicate). Or if we want to address apparatus, the ques-

tion would be what does painting organize and what does it 

exclude. If we do not understand its limitations and its nature, 

all we will have is flower arranging—the artist standing there 

and saying “I can make a painting this way and then that way 

and perhaps this way because my objective is merely to make 

something that can be called a painting!”

After reading this I wanted to avoid rehashing the issue of  

abstract painting’s validity or that of painting per se. Instead, I 

thought we might discuss the idea of painting as symptom and 

then as an apparatus and these terms relative to your work. 

The first term identifies the conditions that affect your project.  

The second term focuses on your work as a vehicle—how it  

orders your subject. So this is my proposed starting point.

J.S. It is not so easy to respond to this. My thinking  

(response) goes in several directions.

Yes, there is no longer a need to defend (abstract)  

painting. Painting has taken different shapes and forms 

for several decades including the ways it can be under-

stood, viewed and practiced. Maybe painting has lost its 

identity, if it can be anything? Gavin Jantjes proposed  

at the An Appetite for Painting1 seminar in Oslo that 

painting should redefine itself—that there is a need to 

draw a new line in the sand the way Greenberg did.  

He argued that all the things that are not painting 

should be called something else. To make painting itself 

the Subject, as you are referring to (Jantjes), is really not 

to think of it in any new or lively way. But if it did get 

written up in the way Greenberg did, then it would be 

easier to know where one could direct the work in  

support of or against that position. 

Meanwhile, I am unsure if the reclaiming of identity is  

an interesting goal. I’m not sure how productive that 

would be, since I believe painting is “a way of thinking”. 

(This was the title of a show I curated in 2002.2) It seems 
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This leads me to Frank Stella’s “Pratt Institute lecture”3 

where he says that there are two problems in painting. 

One is to find out what painting is and the other is to 

find out how to make a painting. The first is learning 

something, the second is making something. So, I first 

began to think of painting as a kind of container, then  

as a construction. That it is no longer about the paint  

on canvas, but about a method. Still, I am kind of stuck 

with the question, “to what end” or why do we do this. 

The works I engage with in the studio are responses  

(not answers) ... a pointing in a direction. They may not 

be really paintings, but they couldn’t have been made  

if it wasn’t for all this thinking about painting and my  

engagement with painting.

Okay, some of the things you are pointing to, I am still 

not answering. Maybe one of the ways to go about it is to 

analyze what painting consists of? Layers of more or less 

transparent medium (etc. If we talk about the physicality 

of painting.) A system of organization, as you define it. 

Maybe, “painting” is a means to organize Matter and 

thinking, in a visual way.

S.O. When I started speaking about Habit with you, it had to 

do with the over-determination of the artist’s responses, which 

are ordered by the Habits that define their discipline. These 

Habits form a system of censure—limits and exclusions as well 

as inclusion—which present themselves as a system of assump-

tions that one might act in accord with or against. So here the 

question is what this binary excludes—what may it conceal?

J.S. When you started speaking about Habit and your 

project with Lidija Slavkovic this summer, I was really  

interested in what you came up with, because this  

clearly is a part of painting, part of the process and the 

thinking, etc. For years I have been quite conscious of 

Habit, starting with my reading of Gerhard Richter’s The 

Daily Practice of Painting years ago. I don’t remember 

it very well any longer, but anyway, I thought whatever 

“habit’’ I have, I will break it and start over, to be able 

to see and investigate better, both the way we choose 

and what it is that I/we are looking at. Then I estab-

lished certain rules such as one idea, one painting. Then 

rules for the use of colors followed. In introducing ran-

dom ways of picking the colors, I set other kinds of limits 

… and then let them go. I started new subcategories to  

answer different “questions” based on my own method. 

Regarding Greenberg, he never really left a door open.  

I have read many of the texts and they are most  

conclusive ... in that sense, yes, artists, and anybody 

else, can easily respond in a very matter-of-fact way 

when in fact, this leaves out the possibility of being 

“wrong,” and understanding that this (painting) is a  

process (also of comprehending.) (That type of response 

is fulfilling to some. As such, you seem to imply that  

a picture is always of something. Painting is different.) 

Also in regards to this, Jantjes, because that I under-

stand what he is going after, would also come to an end 

(the formulaic aspect.)

Again, the way I see it, painting is embedded in the  

artist’s method of the thinking.
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J.S. I recognize we can turn our minds in every which 

way around painting. In this sense replica will always  

be part of any response.

The dictionary defines it as follows:

(replica [`replık ] An exact copy or reproduction, esp on a 

smaller scale [from Italian, literally: a reply, from replicare 

to repeat, from Latin: to bend back, repeat])

 I think we need to repeat to understand things mentally 

and physically. That being said, it also needs a trained 

eye (mind) to recognize the recycled visual vocabulary 

and when it is appropriate to use. Following various  

artists’ methods, there is something great about  

revisiting former visual vocabulary. This reexamination/

absorption can only be interesting if we view it in  

general terms, because all conversations refer back  

to “the other” (painting and its other)—the work of  

the artist and that of the viewer/reader. 

S.O. In the context of replication we might ask at what point 

does painting start to think the maker and not the inverse and 

at what point is painting the subject and the artist the medium 

—just someone to produce the replica. Deleuze points out that 

the canvas is always, already full—the artist just chooses what 

they will not use—but to what end he fails to say. Seemingly it 

is to express some intuition. 

J.S. What you said here I think is rather key to getting  

a better understanding of what it is painting organizes 

… what it is now. This is another way of asking how does 

one learn what a painting is if it is not just a material 

Seemingly we come to believe that this structure that orders 

our desire is ordered by our desires.  It seems to me this is what 

leads to your suggestion that what the painter does is “orga-

nize Matter and thinking, in a visual way.” But is this really 

what you do or do you seek to replicate yourself in what you 

make? If it is the latter—we have to go back to Stella. 

What Stella seems to be saying is, first one must learn what a 

painting is as a complex conceptual and material construction, 

and second that the means are not readymade to realize that 

complex conceptual construction. The conclusion I draw from 

this is that, what a painting is does not lie in its making. If this 

is true then the question is, how does one go about analyzing 

what a painting is operationally? It is this question that might 

answer the question “Why paint now?” that is being asked by 

the project in Vienna (curated by_vienna 2013)4, and which is 

premised on the idea that painting has long ago become some-

thing else or part of an image world. 

The question they do not broach is what such work might  

express and this is the reason I keep coming back to the ques-

tion of what does painting organize and what does it exclude, 

negate, or set aside? This is another way of asking how does 

one learn what a painting is if it is not just a material object, 

and then how does one learn how it may convey, communicate 

or express, or transfer or transmit content that arises from the 

artist’s intuition. In other words what do you wish or desire to 

make visible? What have you learned about the limits of your 

media relative to your message and what is painting incapable 

of communicating?

e
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other hand Newman thought his paintings only existed in the 

moment between perception and cognition and that once rec-

ognized (recalled) the painting as is, is gone.

J.S. Yes. Painting is always on. I believe that it does 

not necessarily exclude many things. So much so that 

painting could get lost. I am tempted to name the new 

approach something else than painting, but not sure if  

it would solve anything. It has to do with the experience 

of making and materiality itself. Of creating a situation 

where what can be perceived creates openness in  

our minds, in an alert way. Space. The sensation of  

possibilities, of breathing, or something beyond time.  

All good things.

S.O. This raises a number of questions: you make it sound as if 

painting in itself, regardless of what it may convey, is always 

already a metaphor or an analogy for something like “being.” 

This is not quite what I had in mind—I was not thinking about 

consciousness-raising as much as self-awareness. Likewise in 

terms of the media I was more interested in difference. What 

one does in painting is not the same as what one does in  

photography or film, consequently what one may make visible 

through each media is very different.

J.S. I have not heard of anybody lately really seriously 

negating something since Ad Reinhart. This is a result  

of being in the void, in this Post-post time.

I think we have nothing. But that could be okay. In my 

work, I can see that I am putting something into that 

nothing. Looking at Suzanne Hudson’s book5, Arthur 

object, but a means of conveyance. When I talked about 

Matter before, in the back of my mind was Bergson. 

Painting organizes the mind in such a way that it can be 

open to both perceiving something visual and thinking 

at the same time. A big part of painting is imagination. 

You are looking at ideas in a particular way. Many people 

have addressed the slowness of painting, in perceiving 

it …

Very quickly you have a mark, and you can read every-

thing into it about personality, skill, accuracy, whatever. 

There is something similar in performance or singing, 

in that they have this reference (presence when it is 

good), an instant, a moment, where it is fragile, really 

bold and solid. I think all these complexities are some of 

the strengths of painting; they are why we keep coming 

back (or staying with it.) Especially the imaginary part, 

the thinking …

I met a friend of yours, Joseph Nechvatal, at your place … 

we talked about things in relation to Merleau-Ponty.  

It was last year, and I remember saying that part of  

what I wanted in painting was immediacy. He said that 

it could not exist, that I would not be able to get that. 

Do you think that it is true, in a theoretical sense? Is it 

impossible that one can walk into a space, and wow, 

there it is, the painting?

S.O. Isn’t it Bergson who tells us in Matter and Memory that the 

immediacy of cognition is mediated and that there is always a 

time lapse—a time lag that is not experienced—while on the 
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On the other hand, the question of knowing how philosophy 

works or hinders painting or, by contrast, how painting 

prolongs, revives or silences philosophy, the question of the 

battle between a philosophy whose first desires were to ban 

from the City artists automatically rejected to the side of the 

shadow or the simulacrum and between painting that quickly 

resisted, counter-attacked, even challenged the philosophy 

of the very territory where it reigned, this question remains 

unclear and concerns us here.  

I think the relationship between painting and philosophy 

is well expressed in the quote Nechvatal introduces his 

article with: 

Concerning abstract painting, one is tempted to say … it has 

pure hands, but it doesn’t have hands.

—Gilles Deleuze, La logique de la sensation6

S.O. I’d like to back up a bit and focus on how you keep talk-

ing about painting as a singular thing as a form—and that one 

needs to sustain its form—and that your intention is to do so by 

any means necessary. As such you seem to imply that painting 

as a form constitutes some kind of meaning.

J.S. Yes and it is individual, because each painting is not 

yet defined—each is a proposal. All the works I do are 

somehow proposals.

S.O. So painting’s content is the struggle of the painter to sus-

tain their form—that there is value in this—and if by chance 

there is affect this is an unintended surplus. Subsequently I 

Danto’s review may be relevant in terms of Nothing, 

which is a great part of abstract paintings’ content (?), 

and part of my work. I am tempted to say that it is even 

a goal to have Nothing to exist. I am not really a scholar, 

but I am involved with thinking about painting, and as  

I said in the beginning, part of this thinking is visual.  

I wonder if this has to do with what Suzanne Hudson 

calls “embodied thinking”?

S.O. So, is making a painting comparable to authoring a puzzle, 

or that is making a painting a type of experiment. And then 

again, what one does in painting is not the same as what one 

does in photography or film—consequently what one may make 

through each media is very different. 

J.S. The puzzle analogy does not fit with my understand-

ing of art. It will never really fit—I don’t believe a painting 

adds up to something specific. We are dependent on the 

reading/perception of things. But the experiment thing is 

actually mentioned by Ryman who refers to his paintings 

as being experiments. Yes, I am thinking: what else could 

they be? It’s inherent in the process of making a painting 

work: by adjusting by experimenting the painting (and 

maybe the idea) become present. These “experiments” 

are always based on some kind of framework (even with 

Ryman.) The experiments are part of a method.

As for the difference in terms of media, yes, this is true. 

Time, in each media will always be different. The article 

you sent me by Joseph Nechvatal6 led in interesting direc-

tions. I like this quote by Bernard-Henri Lévy, 2013:
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kinds of issues. Somehow this—painting—was the  

biggest possible challenge—to embrace, for me anyway.

Victor Burgin, The Absence of Presence. Looking more 

closely at Harrison led me to this show he curated of  

Victor Burgin. 

I would turn it around: Seeing Sense (Burgin) and make 

that present … In his essays he references Freud regard-

ing the pre-verbal. Recently I was thinking about Jung, 

about the collective subconscious. Maybe it is making 

the antennas reach very far, but back to the project in 

Vienna (curated by_vienna 2013), it was stated that 

painting was a good idea. This might be an undercurrent 

in the idea of Time7—very light and easy.

Saul Ostrow, NYC⁄Julie Sass, Copenhagen, October, November 2013

Saul Ostrow is an independent critic, and curator, the Art Editor at 

Large for Bomb Magazine and the former Chair of Visual Arts and 

Technologies at The Cleveland Institute of Art (2002–2012.) He served 

as Co-Editor of Lusitania Press (1996–2004) and as the Editor of the book  

series Critical Voices in Art, Theory and Culture (1996–2006) published 

by Routledge, London. As a curator he has organized over 70 exhibitions 

in the US and abroad. His critical writings have appeared in art 

magazines, journals, catalogues, and books in the USA and Europe.  

In 2011, he founded Critical Practices Inc. (criticalpractices.org) to 
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find the following of interest when you write: The experiments 

are part of a method. In that I think it is not so cause and effect 

—the experiment seeks a method—a way of doing something 

or carrying out a plan. If the method is predetermined then so 

are the results and as such one knows what they are looking 

for, which in this case would appear to be a search for paint-

ing’s form. In that inherent in the process of making it work, 

adjusting it, by experimenting, the painting (and maybe the 

idea) becomes present. This is the reason I proposed the puzzle 

analogy, for it is not the solution that is of any actual interest 

but the process of getting there  and as such being able to read 

a painting as a puzzle moves it beyond the making the painting 

manifest beyond the simple goal of the painting (and maybe the 

idea) becoming present. In this act of puzzling it out—sorting 

out what is confusing and mystifying painting might be used 

to move us to understanding that all specificity is an illusion of 

our own making and any self-imposed indeterminacy is mere 

theatrics and as such reading/interpretation is not equal to or 

analogous to perception/cognition. In actuality they are two 

different processes: the first that of language and coding and 

the latter of experience and impression. 

J.S. Yes, I agree. As you may remember I started out  

referencing Charles Harrison and there is something  

in the attitude that he presented back then (1970s, Art 

& Language). Recently I thought that painting could be 

an attitude. Maybe all the discussion of painting was in 

fact a letting go, and the other part of that was embrac-

ing and accepting that identity (if you can say that? I do 

not mean this in an all-defining way.) It would have been 

much easier to reject it, both in relation to gender and all 
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Notes

1

http://www.11x7galeria.com/uploads/Analia%20Saban%20An%20Appetite%20

for%20Painting.pdf

2

A Way of Thinking. Painting and Objects. The show featured: Amanda Church 

(US), Ivelisse Jimenez (PR), Kristofer Hultenberg (SE), Bodil Nielsen (DK),  

John Torreano (US), Julie Sass (DK), 2002 Copenhagen.

3

“Pratt Institute Lecture”, 1959–60, in Art in Theory 1900–2000,  

Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, eds., Blackwell Publishing, 2003.

4

http://curatedby.at/en/home-2013.html

5

http://www.bookforum.com/inprint/016_02/3856

6

http://www.fondation-maeght.com/index.php/en/exhibitions/184-l-les-formes-

de-la-pensee-r-peinture-et-philosophie-un-recit-du-29-juin-au-6-octobre-2013

7

Here I am referring to the concept of Time in relation to the painting process 

as proposed by Andrew Benjamin in What is Abstraction, 1996, Academy 

Editions. His end quote reads: … Repetition, within judgment, will always 

be mediated by what occasions it, namely the insistent presence of the 

becoming-object. Abstraction continues therefore to be given—and to have 

been given—within its own becoming. Here I believe he implies that Time 

relative to the painting process exists in relation to the objectification of 

concepts and ideas.
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Om tegning

Ditte Vilstrup Holm i dialog med Julie Sass i atelieret,  

oktober 2013

Jeg er i gang med at flytte rundt på nogle billeder.

De skal ikke nødvendigvis ses sådan her, i denne  

ophængning.

Jeg prøver noget af.

Måske. 

Vi er i Julie Sass’ atelier. Flere nye malerier hænger på væg-

gene. Under det ene af malerierne er der en løs collage af min-

dre tegninger. De er mørke og kompakte, sortblå med enkelte 

koloristiske brud. På bordet mellem os har hun lagt en række 

andre tegninger frem.

Udgangspunktet for mine tegninger er maleri. 

Alt det jeg laver kommer egentlig af maleri.

På en lidt bagvendt måde. 

Jeg har altid tegnet og haft mange slags tegninger  

i gang. 

Men nu er det blevet til den her slags billeder. 

De har fået en mere selvstændig rolle i mit arbejde.

Tegningerne.

De er malet og tegnet. 

Men jeg tænker, at de er tegninger.
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Og så ville jeg ikke have andre.

Alt er muligt.

Men jeg har lagt nogle begrænsninger på forhånd.

Man kan genkende Julie Sass’ æstetiske greb i tegningerne: 

den stærke magenta og den lysende blå, de markante lys-mørke 

kontraster. Dertil er der de aldrig geometrisk retlinede former. 

Kanterne bøjer og svajer, konvekser og konkaver. Og de forskel-

lige teksturer, deres kvalitet af stoflighed og taktilitet, fornem-

melsen af noget kompakt, porøst, tungt, let, mørkt, lyst, grum-

set, klart eller mættet.

Det handler om fysik.

Om stof. 

Eller tilstedeværelse.

For eksempel har jeg eksperimenteret med at drysse  

pigment ned i harelim.

For at skabe en fornemmelse af stof. 

Af noget kompakt.

Det er nok også derfor, jeg begyndte at sy.

Jeg ville have en stoflighed frem.

Jeg leder ofte efter en lethed.

I pigmenter og i materialer.

Stof kan have den dér lethed.

Være halvt gennemsigtig.

Men jeg tænker mine stofarbejder som en slags  

tegninger.

Syninger og broderier er som streger på en tegning.

Sass’ tegninger har vidt forskellige udtryk. Nogle er analytiske 

og strukturelle. Andre er helt enkle skitser af former, der bry-

des ned og vendes rundt og genopstår som nye former. Tegnin-

gerne er gennemgående små og intime, som små objekter.

Ja, jeg tænker nok, at man holder dem i hånden.

Som en lille genstand. 

Tegningen kan være en ting. 

Et objekt.

Der er ikke tale om serier, men om unika-værker. Hver tegning 

har sin egen kvalitet og gentages ikke. Men elementer fra et 

billede kan godt føres over i et nyt billede. Former kan gå igen, 

ligesom måder at komponere et billede. 

Man starter med ingenting.

På en måde.

I abstraktionen har man ikke noget konkret at tage  

udgangspunkt i.

Man må selv bygge billedet op fra grunden. 

Begynde med en bund, en form.

Det er på en måde min metode.

Det er lidt som at modellere eller skrive. 

Man begynder med strøtanker.

Bygger langsomt noget op.

Men når jeg starter, så vælger jeg typisk nogle redskaber. 

Lad os sige, at jeg skulle til at tegne.

Så ville jeg vælge de her redskaber og lægge dem frem.

(Julie Sass tager fire redskaber frem: en sort spritmarker, en 

sort og en blå kuglepen, og en sort blyant.)
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Blandt hendes tegninger er der helt nye eksperimenter med 

mere fritsvævende, abstrakte objekter. For eksempel tegningen 

med tre sortmalede abstrakte objekter på en lysende magenta 

baggrund. 

Her er der tre former. 

De har alle forskellige rumligheder. 

De fungerer alle på fladen. 

Men de har også en dybde. 

De griber fat i billedfladen. 

Formerne er på en måde bare opstået.

Men det er også noget, jeg har arbejdet meget med. 

Jeg prøver at sætte mig selv i en situation, hvor 

der kan opstå en umiddelbarhed. 

Men det er meget veltilrettelagt.

Man kan ikke opnå den der selvfølgelighed uden  

et stort forarbejde.

Det er vigtigt, at det ser let ud.

Ikke anstrengt og svært.

Billedet skal bare være der.

Andre af Sass’ tegninger er bygget op som collager. Flere ud-

klippede former i papir er limet sammen. Ofte som geometrisk 

upræcise blokke, der er lagt til på kanterne af et grundlæg-

gende ark eller nederst i kompositionerne. Fraklip fra en an-

den sammenhæng, som får en ny funktion. For eksempel ved at 

skabe en struktur omkring billedets midte, holde sammen på 

kompositionen.
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oversætte til ord. Man kan ikke forklare, hvorfor det skal være 

denne her tone eller denne her tekstur. Men det skal det. 

Jeg vil gerne opnå den der fornemmelse af noget  

tilfældigt.

Noget umiddelbart.

Det må ikke være for perfekt. 

Så bliver det uinteressant.

Der skal være noget, der stritter.

Et eller andet, der har været nede at rode på gulvet. 

Som bliver samlet op igen.

Genfundet.

Refleksionen i materialer og redskaber slutter egentlig aldrig. 

Et billede kan blive færdigt. Det kan fremstå færdigt. Men det 

er alligevel altid i dialog med andre arbejder. Der er en tråd fra 

et værk til et andet, uden at der er tale om gentagelser. Der sker 

noget nyt i det næste billede. Det rykker et andet sted hen.

Jeg er rigtigt rastløs, når jeg arbejder med tegninger.

Der ligger en masse tegninger på gulvet.

Jeg ser dem oppefra.

Jeg bytter rundt på dem.

Jeg ser dem på en ny måde. 

Det er også derfor, jeg hænger nogle tegninger op  

her i atelieret. 

For at se helheden.

Og for hele tiden at kunne se helheden på en ny måde.

Det handler meget om balance. 

Men ikke om en billedkompositorisk balance. 

Det er nogle andre ting, som er på spil. 

Jeg sætter den lige her! 

Man kan ikke rigtigt forklare det. Det skaber en dynamik. 

Hvis man tog én af de her former ud, en af de nederste 

blokke, så ville billedet rasle.

Det er næsten som om, nutidens abstraktion kræver en under-

søgelse af den slags abstrakte figurer, som matematikken ikke 

kan beskrive, fordi de bryder med videnskabens retlinede præ-

cision. I kunsten ligger præcisionen derimod i den selvstændige 

variation og i den rette placering af en figur i en komposition. 

Der opstår en form, og så kigger jeg på den. 

Jeg bliver ved med at endevende den. 

Jeg vil se, hvordan den forandrer sig.

Hvad sker der, når den vendes om?

Så jeg ikke kan genkende den?

Det er en måde at udforske det abstrakte billede på.

At undersøge idéen om et billede.

Samtidig med at jeg skaber et nyt.

Hvad kan være et billede? 

Kan bagsiden blive forside?

Kan der opstå en ny form, hvis jeg vender  

denne her form om?

Kunstnerisk arbejde er intuitivt i den forstand, at ens viden er 

indlejret i omgangen med materialer og redskaber. Man opar-

bejder et håndelag og en erfaring, som ikke rigtigt lader sig 
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Mixed media installed in the studio hallway
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